
We’re looking for people who:
       Make things happen. 

       Communicate with flair, whether on the phone,   
       in person, when writing, or on social media.

       Are curious, adaptable and fun to be around.
 

       Can understand a client’s requirements and        
       translate them into results.

       Have the drive and ambition to compete in                  
       a dynamic global market.

       Can turn their hand to different online tools and  
       channels.

      Take challenges and setbacks in their stride.

About neuco
We’re experts in executive search and recruitment 

for the industries that connect the world: 
communications, content & media and connectivity.

Based in Brighton and Chichester, we’ve sourced  
commercial, technical and engineering talent in 

more than 45 countries.

We pay competitive base salaries, performance 
related bonuses and offer a range of great benefits. 

And, as a young company that’s going places, it’s 
the perfect time to join.  

Want to join 
a company that’s 
going places?

neuco is a growing specialist executive search 
business. We’re looking for Consultants to join our 
team who want to create their own path in our 
roadmap as we expand.  



Sound like your kind of job? 
Get in touch:

joinus@neuco-group.com
+44 203 865 1330

www.neuco-group.com

Early start
You grab a coffee and reach the office early for a brainstorm with the team. There’s a big 
communications industry conference in Germany on Wednesday, and some of the top talent in the 
world will be there. You also phone a list of promising candidates before the end of the day.  

A week in the life at neuco:
No two days are the same at neuco. Rather than run through all of the job’s roles and responsibilities, 
check out this sample ‘week in the life’ to get a flavour of life in global executive recruitment:

Flying high
It’s an evening flight to Munich for the conference. On the way, you plan your interview schedule, 
and check it against the latest opportunities with our clients. You also take the time to analyse a 
new report on satellite recruitment trends in Kenya.

Make connections
During the event, you conduct 15 back-to-back meetings with clients and candidates. You also get 
to chat with many ambitious people from the communications industry. It’s intense, but you finish 
the day fired up and happy that you’ve made some great contacts.

Get social
On the plane home, you draft a blog post based on your experience in Munich. Already, a few 
emails have come in from new contacts. You add your post to LinkedIn and Tweet out a link – all 
before your plane lands on the tarmac.

Back home 
Back in the UK, a candidate from Washington D.C. calls to ask for your help tailoring their CV for an 
executive role in a new market. You offer guidance on how to sell their skills for the position. 

Follow the lead
You Skype a hiring manager in Brazil to qualify a new senior opening and take the job 
specification. As soon as you finish, you immediately call five people in your South American 
network who have the required skill set. 

On the phone
You spend most of Thursday on the phone, following up on earlier leads and making new contacts. 
It takes persistence, but you finally get through to one of your top target hiring managers.

Seal the deal
Your LinkedIn post grabs a lot of attention. And then, just before 5pm on Friday, you get some 
good news. A client wants to hire a candidate for a role you’ve been working on for the last couple 
of months. The team head out to celebrate! 


